In the Company of Angels
Call Upon the Angels
to help make your dreams come true
Christopher Dilts has facilitated Angel gatherings and Individual
Angel sessions for over 7 years. Personal angel readings are
available by appointment. For more information:
www.AskAnAngel.org or ChrisDilts@earthlink.net or Toll Free
at (866) 200-9148.

Christopher has accepted the “everyday miracle” of angels and has learned how to make that experience
real for anyone who wishes to join in his beautiful meditations.
Michael D. Hendrickson
Retired partner from “big five” accounting firm
Christopher’s gentle way of working with clients engenders trust. His high level intuitive abilities allow
him to then focus on core issues which clients may not have been aware of. His connections with the
spiritual realms, particularly the angelic beings, allow him to channel through the healing energy that is
needed in the moment. Put all this together, and you have a teacher and healer extrordinare.
William H. Leyva, M.D.
My Angel experience with Chris was amazing! I felt like it made my heart sing. Things are starting to
happen for me.
A. Morris
Systems Engineer
Denver, Colorado
Have you ever heard an angel laugh? I have, in my sessions with Chris Dilts. A compassionate and
devoted healer, Chris brings through the profound and life changing messages from the Angels, together
with their incredible spirit of joy, humor, and love. I am extremely grateful.
Rebekah Edminster
Singer
Ojai, California
Joy and Clarity and Sincerity abound in the work that Chris facilitates with others. I recommend it
unequivocally.
Sharalynn Rocha
Owner of The Open Door Bookstore, Ltd.
Denver, Colorado
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In the Company of Angels
Through My Angel experience with Chris, I am transformed. I went in with half a heart, if that. I gave
my heart over to the possession of the angels for healing and it was as if I was at home for the 1st time.
Now I feel as if I am operating as a full being.
Priscilla Allen
Acupuncturist
Denver, Colorado
There’s no doubt that my time with Chris was well worth it; the insights I was given through him touched
me deeply. It was an intensely emotional, physical and spiritual healing experience for me. Will my life
change? I don’t know, but I do know that I have some insight into myself that I didn’t have and a new
curiosity about the angels, all of whom I wish to know better.
Rita J. Hood
Executive Director of a not-for-profit society
Denver, Colorado
The thing that stays with me even now, is the feeling of being enfolded in Angels’ Wings and being surrounded with unconditional love. When I’m going to sleep or I’m waking up in the middle of the night, I
come back to that place and it is lovely. Thank you so much! Chris is such a gentle presence.
Claudia Frisbie
Assistant Studio Director for Talking Book Publishers
Denver, Colorado
My session with the Angels that Christopher Dilts facilitated was profound. The tangible effects are with
Me every day. One of the innermost hidden secrets in my life was a fear of being alone - not really belonging. Today, as I was walking on one of My favorite paths, “alone”, I could literally feel the caress of the
Angels hovering and dancing all around Me. The gift of the Angels to Me is that alone is an illusion.
Renee Babkiewich
Owner, MRB Loan Brokers
Denver, Colorado
Chris Dilts brings the joy of a true channel of love & acceptance. Hearing clear messages from my personal
Angelic support, filled my heart to the depths of my being. Yes, Chris is truly gifted in passing the sacred.
A. J. White
Executive
Hamilton, Montana
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In the Company of Angels
Christopher is a gifted seer and a highly skillful and extremely effective channel for healing energy.
Combined with his innate compassion, generosity and humility, his gift of assisting me in my personal
growth has made a remarkable difference in my life and evolution. I am most grateful.
Cynthia Broschat
Corporate Travel Coordinator
Eugene, Oregon
Christopher helped me heal my physical body as well as my spirit. He acted as a bridge for me to receive
healing energy. Since my session with Chris, I’ve seen significant improvement in my condition.
Gretchen Raisch
Artist and Illustrator
Eugene, Oregon
Chris Dilts, through his presence and channeling, facilitates a connection with higher self, communion
with other souls & the divine marriage of the masculine & feminine within me.
David Ackerman, D.C.
Ackerman Healing Arts
Barbara Brennan Graduate
Denver, Colorado
My on-going spiritual work with Chris has lead to a tangible experience of the Angels, and especially the
presence of Metatron. I have experienced a personal breakthrough and I am further set free from lifelong
habitual thinking that “What I have perceived, is all there is.” I accept on an expanded level of consciousness a personal experience of the Angels, and now am practicing, in my everyday life, what my heart
knows is true.
Walter S. Close
Ret., Chase Manhattan Bank Vice President/Group Executive
Master of Science in Management, Stanford Graduate School of Business
Eugene, Oregon
I experienced a deep loving kindness and childlike joy within and around me. Many thanks to Chris for
safely and simply facilitating a delightful angel experience. He helped lead me into a wonderful connection with my Guardian Angel. Even now, I am filled with Her divine presence. Within every breath, the
opportunity is there. She is truly a gift of heaven for me.
Julia Siporin
Elementary school teacher
Eugene, Oregon
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In the Company of Angels
The Angel session that I experienced with Chris brought me to a blissful state of being. Learning how to get
the feeling of being & holding that feeling brought me tremendous joy! Chris helped me to find the flower
within & it took me no time at all to blossom & reach for the sun.
Natalie Oleksiuk
Specializing in Diamonds & Fine Colored Gems
Jay Feder Jewelers
Denver, Colorado
I left my note pad at the door. This was truly experiential. Chris facilitated a beautiful attunement with
my Guardian Angel. I felt tingles - especially in my arms & in the soles of my feet that felt like a warm
blanket of comfort & familiarity to my true essence. I had a tangible sense of home. We worked on
grounding this feeling, in a sensorial way, into the pillar of who I am. It was a delicious confirmation of
my connection to the Divine. I now have a vibrational tool to vector my way into my Soul.
Tamera
Artisan
Denver, Colorado
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